Introduction
Open-ended. questions. are. an. important. way. to. obtain. informative. data. in. surveys,. and. this. is. so. for. a. variety. of. applications,. including. market. research,. customer. relationship. management,. enterprise. relationship. management,. and. opinion. research. in. the. social. and. political. sciences. (Schuman. &. Presser. 1979 ;. Reja. et al .. 2003) .. Closed. questions. generate. data. that. are. certainly. more. manageable,. but. suffer. from. several. shortcomings,. since. they. straitjacket. the. respondent. into. conveying. her. thoughts.and.opinions.into.categories.that.the.questionnaire.designer.has. developed. a. priori .. As. a. result,. a. lot. of. information. that. the. respondent. might. potentially. provide. is. lost .. On. the. contrary,. open-ended. questions. allow.freedom.of.thought,.and.the.responses.that.are.returned.may.provide. perspectives.and.slants.that.had.not.been.anticipated.by.the.questionnaire. designer,. thus. providing. far. richer. information. on. the. opinions. of. the. respondent .. Furthermore,. asking. an. open. question. tells. the. respondent. of.automating.the.coding.process,.the.human.effort.involved.in.writing.the. rules.is.still.high,.as.is.the.level.of.expertise.required . In. this. paper. we. propose. instead. a. radically. different. approach. to. developing. automated. verbatim. coding. systems .. The. approach. is. based. on. a. learning. metaphor,. whereby. automated. verbatim. coders. are. automatically.generated.by.a.general-purpose.process.that.learns,.from.a. user-provided.sample.of.manually.coded.verbatims,.the.characteristics.that. new,. uncoded. verbatims. should. have. in. order. to. be. attributed. the. codes. in.the.codeframe ..This.approach.adds.a.further.level.of.automation.to.the. methods. described. above,. since. no. human. involvement. is. required. aside. from. that. of. providing. a. sample. of. manually. coded. verbatims .. The. net. effect. is. that. any. human. coder. -. not. necessarily. a. computer-savvy. one. -. may.set.up.and.operate.such.a.system.in.full.autonomy . In. the. VCS. by. giving,. in. question-and-answer. format,.a.number.of.clarifications.of.its.workings ..Next,.we.look.at.some. further.features.available.in.VCS,.and.this.is.followed.by.the.conclusion . VCS: an automated verbatim coding system VCS. is. an. adaptive. system. for. automatically. coding. verbatim. responses. under. any. user-specified. codeframe;. given. such. a. codeframe,. VCS. automatically.generates.an.automatic.coder.for.this.codeframe . Actually,. the. basic. unit. along. which. VCS. works. is. not. the. codeframe. but.the.code:.given.a.codeframe.consisting.of.several.codes,.for.each.such. code.VCS.automatically.generates.a.binary coder,.i .e ..a.system.capable.of. deciding.whether.a.given.verbatim.should.or.should.not.be.attributed.the. code ..The.consequence.of.this.mode.of.operation.is.that.all.binary.coders. are. applied. to. the. verbatim. independently. of. each. other,. and. that. zero,. one. or. several. codes. can. be. attributed. to. the. same. verbatim. (however,. see. Q&A. 5. in. the. section. titled. 'Frequently. asked. questions', . below, . for. exceptions It. is. important. to. recognize. that. VCS. does. not. attempt. to. learn. how. to. code. in. an. 'objectively. correct'. fashion,. since. coding. is. an. inherently. subjective. task,. in. which. different. coders. often. disagree. with. each. other. on.a.certain.coding.decision,.even.after.attempts.at.reconciling.their.views .. What. VCS. learns. to. do. is. to replicate the subjective behaviour of the human coder who has coded the training examples ..If.two.or.more.coders. have.been.involved.in.manually.coding.the.training.examples,.each.coding. a.separate.batch.of.verbatims,.then.VCS.will.mediate.between.them,.and. its.coding.behaviour.will.be.influenced.by.the.subjectivities.of.both ..This. means. that. it. is. of. key. importance. to. provide. training. examples. that. are. reliably.coded,.if.possible.by.an.expert.coder.(however,.see.the.sub-section. entitled. 'Training. data. cleaning',. below,. for. some. computer. assistance. in. this.phase) . Advantages.of.the.learning-based.approach.are.that,.unlike.with.several. other.computerised.solutions.for.coding.open-ended.data given.pattern.occurs.in.most.training.verbatims.labelled.with.code.C,.and. occurs. in. only. a. few. of. the. training. verbatims. that. are. not. labelled. with. C,.then.it.is.deemed.to.be.highly.correlated.with.code.C ..Such.a.pattern. is.useful,.since.when.it.is.discovered.in.an.as.yet.uncoded.verbatim,.it Notes: The columns represent the name of the dataset (DS), the number of verbatims in the dataset (#V), the number of codes in the codeframe (#C), the average number of positive training verbatims per code (AVC), the average number of (non-unique) words in a verbatim (i.e., the 'average verbatim length' -AVL), the accuracy at the individual level (F 1 μ ), the accuracy at the aggregate level (PD M and PD A ), training time (Tt) and coding time (Ct).
Testing for accuracy Accuracy.may.be.measured.at.two.different.levels: 1 .. at.the.individual level. -.a.hypothetical.perfect.coding.system •. For. a. code. C,. precision. (denoted. p (Sebastiani.2002 (Sebastiani. ,.2006 Macer. et al .. (2007) '.policy, .such.that, .if.two.copies.of.verbatim.v.are.encountered.at. training.time, .one.a.positive.and.the.other.a.negative.example.of.code.C, If a given verbatim is provided as a training example, and an identical copy of it is encountered again, uncoded, in the coding phase, does this copy receive the same codes that the training copy has? Not.necessarily ..The.'training'.copy.of.the.verbatim.can.have.a.set.of.codes, . and.the.'uncoded'.copy.may.be.automatically.attributed.a.different.set.of. codes, .since.the.coding.behaviour.of.the.system.is.determined, .holistically, . by. all. the. training. it. has. received, . and. not. by. a. single. training. example .. Were.it.not.like.this, .of.course, .the.system.could.not.'fail.soft'.as.discussed. in.the.answer.to.question.3 . 5 Does VCS always attribute at least one code to each verbatim? No ..In.the.default.setting.VCS.may.attribute.several.codes, .one.code.or.no. code.at.all.to.a.given.verbatim, .since.each.code.in.the.codeframe.is.treated. in.isolation.of.the.others ..If.no.code.at.all.is.attributed.to.the.verbatim, .this. is.akin.to.giving.the.verbatim.the.special.code.'Others' . However, .i .e ..for.a.given.question.the.user.may.specify.that.one.and. only. one. of. the. following. constraints. should. be. enforced:. (i). at. least. n. codes.must.be.attached.to.a.verbatim; .(ii).at.most.n.codes.must.be.attached. to.a.verbatim; .(iii).exactly.n.codes.must.be.attached.to.a.verbatim ..In.all. these, .the.value.of.n.can.be.specified.by.the.user . 6 I have trained the system to work for a certain question, using a certain codeframe. Now I need to set it up to work on a different question, but using the same codeframe as before. Can I use for this new question the binary coders I had trained on the same codeframe for the previous question? Yes , .or.sort.of ..The.best.course.of.action.is.to.use.the.previously.generated. binary. coders. and. then. to. engage. in. an. accurate. validation. effort .. The. reason. is. that. there. are. both. commonalities. and. differences. in. meaning. between. the. same. code. as. used. in. two. different. contexts .. It. is. our. experience. that. the. commonalities. are. stronger. than. the. differences, . so. this. suggests. that. we. should. leverage. on. the. previously. generated. binary. coders; . however, . careful. validation. will. smooth. out. the. differences, . and. will.attune.the.binary.coders.to.the.meaning.that.the.codes.take.up.in.the. new.context ..In.sum, .if.the.manual.effort.one.can.afford.is, .say, .manually. coding.500.(or.even.fewer).verbatims, .one.can.certainly.start.from.scratch, such as 'Positive' and 'Negative'? Yes, . sentiments. and. reactions. of. respondents .. See. 'Concluding. remarks', .below, .for.more.details . 8 How much time and money am I going to save on a project by using VCS? The. answer. depends. very. much. on. how. many. training. examples. are. provided,.how.many.verbatims.are.then.coded.automatically,.how.high.is. the.per-verbatim.cost.of.human.coding,.whether.fast.turnaround.of.results. is.important.to.you,.how.accurate.the.resulting.system.is.required.to.be,. and. many. other. variables .. A. detailed. study. of. practical. benefits. can. be. found.in.operation.can.be.found.in.Macer.et al ..(2007,.p ..15 of.authentic.verbatim.text,.and.are.indeed.fraught.with.ill-formed.text.of. many. types .. Indeed,. VCS. learns. to. deal. with. ill-formed. verbatims. from. ill-formed. training. verbatims;. in. other. words,. once. the. binary. coders. are. trained. from. a. training. set. that. itself. contains. ill-formed. input,. they. will. tend. to. outperform,. in. coding. as. yet. uncoded. ill-formed. verbatims,. binary.coders.that.have.instead.been.trained.on.well-formed.input,.since,. upon. coding,. they. will. encounter. ill-formed. linguistic. patterns. they. have. encountered. in. the. training. stage. (e .g .. common. abbreviations,. common. syntactical.mistakes,.common.typos,.slang,.idioms manually.attributed.to.it.are.highly.at odds.with.the.codes.manually. attributed.to.the.other.training.verbatims ..For.instance,.a.training.verbatim. to. which. a. given. code. has. been. attributed. and. that. is. highly. similar. to. many. other. verbatims. to. which. the. same. code. has. not. been. attributed,. is.suspect,.and.will.thus.be.placed.high.in.the.sorted.list.for.that.code ..In. other.words,.VCS.has.a.notion.of.the.internal consistency.of.the.training. set,.and.the.tool.sorts.the.training.verbatims.in.terms.of.how.much.they. contribute.to.disrupting.this.internal 
